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1. INFORMATION ABOUT STAGED ROCKETS 

Rockets are vehicles that are necessary for space travel and for the launch of satellites into 
orbits, as specified in the related tasks. Launch vehicles are designed to carry their payloads 
(which can be a satellite or other vehicle designed for a mission to a different planet) to the 
desired location, in line with a defined task. 

Launch vehicles use chemical propulsion systems with very high thrust values in order to 
reach the required escape velocity for Earth, and to deliver the task payloads at the 
necessary speeds to the relevant orbit. These propulsion systems can be solid, liquid or 
hybrid propellant rocket engines. 

The mass of the launch vehicle's payloads is actually a fraction of that of the rest of the 
vehicle. The mass of the propulsion system in a launch vehicle and the fuel inside generally 
account for 90 percent of the total mass. As such, the staging method used in rockets is 
necessary to optimize the overall mass of the vehicle and increase the payload mass that 
can be launched. By dividing the rocket into separate masses through staging, systems with 
a lower take-off weight than a single stage system can be achieved. 

Two types of staging can be carried out: serial staging and parallel staging. 

In serial-staged rockets, the stages are serially connected to each other, as shown in Figure 
1. The stages can be integrated into each other, or the engines can be directly integrated 
with each other in this staging method. 

 

Figure 1. Serially Staged Rockets 

In this context, if a two-stage rocket is taken as an example, the engined flight phase will be 
divided into two. When the first stage engine is fired, the entire rocket (high mass) 
accelerates to a certain point, while when the second stage engine is fired, only a certain 
section of the rocket (lower mass) will be accelerated. Since this lower mass stage will 
perform the glide stage, it can carry a heavier payload than a single stage rocket with a 
similar take-off weight or carry the same payload to higher altitudes. 

In parallel-stage rockets, rocket engines or frames are integrated side by side. The additional 
booster rockets mounted on the side may have shorter burn times than the main rocket. 
Thus, after the rocket reaches a certain speed, it is separated from the rocket and glided with 
a weight lower than the total take-off weight. Like with serial-staged rockets, it will be able to 
carry a heavier payload, or the same payload to higher altitudes than a single-stage rocket. 
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Figure 2. Parallel Staged Rockets 

This staging method can be used not only in launch vehicles, but also in high power rocket 
implementations for probe rockets. These systems can be used for similar purposes in high 
power rocketry, as well as for technological demonstrations. The Teknofest Rocket 
Competition was established to allow competing teams to successfully perform a "stage 
separation" task at their determined target altitude, rather than carrying a heavier task load or 
ascending to greater altitudes. Competitors are expected to integrate their "frames" through a 
serial staging method. 
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2. TERMS OF REFERENCE: CHALLENGING TASK CATEGORY  
In this section, we will talk briefly about the terms of reference, flight plan and performance 
criteria related to the Challenging Task Category.  

In the Challenging Task Category, teams are expected to design serial-stage rockets. The 
rockets that the teams will design will have 2 stages. In the Teknofest 2022 Rocket 
Competition, the teams' two-stage rockets will only have first stage rocket engines. After the 
combustion of the rocket engine in the first stage has been completed, this stage must be 
separated from the rest of the rocket and retrieved by way of a parachute.  After the first 
stage separation, the rocket will continue its flight without exhausted.   

The teams that will compete in this category are expected to develop the rocket engine 
ignition algorithm to be used in the case of the rocket engine in the 2nd stage of their rocket 
with flight computers, and to send an ignition signal to the EOU (Electronic Observation Unit) 
once the second stage engine is ready for ignition.  After receiving the ignition signal, the 
EOU will check whether the second stage has appropriate ambient conditions for ignition. 
The EOU, which detects that the stage separation has been completed successfully and the 
conditions for the second stage ignition are suitable, approves the ignition signal. Since there 
will be no rocket engine in the second stage in Teknofest 2022, this ignition approval 
information signal will be stored in the EOU, and the success of the teams in this task will be 
determined based on this information. 

The Challenging Task Category Operation Concept is illustrated in detail in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. Challenging Task Category Operation Concept 

In the Challenge Task Category, the competing teams are expected to: 

• Ensure that all data are recorded correctly during the flight, and that this data 

(including separation of stages, etc.) is delivered simultaneously to the ground station 

• Recover all parts of the rocket successfully by way of a parachute, 

• Achieve stage separation in a healthy manner, and with the instantaneous 

transmission of the relevant data to the ground station,   

• The EOU from among the recovered rocket components is expected to be delivered 

to the TEKNOFEST Rocket Competition Committee in good condition. 
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3. ELECTRONIC OBSERVATION UNIT  

The Electronic Observation Unit (EOU) is a safety control mechanism that has been 
developed to ensure the safe firing of the second stage in staged rockets within the 
Challenging Task Category. The EOU assesses the stage separation and defines whether 
the conditions are appropriate for second-stage ignition after the stage separation. The EOU 
comprises electronic hardware and sensors, a power supply and mechanical components.   

The ignition signal is first sent to the EOU by the flight computer developed by the competing 
teams; the EOU then checks the flight conditions (stage separation and position of the 
second stage) and if it identifies that the conditions are suitable for ignition, it transmits the 
ignition signal to the ignition wire, and the second stage is ignited.   

Within the scope of the 2022 TEKNOFEST Rocket Competition, the rockets designed and 
produced in the Challenging Task Category will undergo stage separation, although the 
second stage will not contain a propulsion system (only under safe conditions will the ignition 
signal be generated).   

In order to determine whether the task has been completed successfully for 2022, the 
separation of the stage, and whether the second stage is in an ignitable condition will be 
inspected by the EOU.  

The EOU will be delivered to the teams by the Competition Committee on assembly 
day.   

The main features of the EOU are listed below:  

a. Mass: 300±30 gr.   

b. Battery: It has its own power supply.  

c. Communication protocol with Flight Computer: RS 232   

d. Diameter: 80 mm   

e. Length: 80 mm   

f. The EOU must be fixed, centred on the rocket.   

g. The EOU must be placed vertically.  
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4. ELECTRONIC OBSERVATION UNIT MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

The Electronic Observation Unit (EOU) has been designed to be compact and lightweight so 

that it can be easily integrated into the rockets of the Challenging Task Category teams. 

 

Figure 4. EOU (Perspective View) 

The EOU bottom view is shown in Figure 5. The EOU Power Switch Connector, Disconnect 

Detection Switches port and pyrotechnic material connector port, which is used to ignite the 

2nd engine, can be seen in the figure.   

 

Figure 5. EOU (Bottom View) 

The DSUB9 male connector on the EOU, which will allow communication with the rocket 

flight computers of the Challenging Task Category competitors, is indicated in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. EOU (Top View) 

 

Figure 7. EOU (Front View) 

The length, diameter and connection interface dimensions of the EOU can be seen in detail 

in Figures Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10.  

 

Figure 8. EOU Dimensions 
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Figure 9. EOU Dimensions 

The EOU is designed with 16 M4 threaded holes, with eight each on the top and bottom, to 

allow the Competitors in the Challenging Task Category to easily integrate them into their 

rockets. While the thread length of these holes is 5.8 mm, the height between the hole 

centres in the lower row and the altitude is designed as 62 mm. The competitors are required 

to design parts for the integration of the EOU according to the specified dimensions. It should 

be taken into account, however, that a tolerance of ±1.5 mm may be required in all 

dimensions due to fabrication constraints. 

 

Figure 10. EOU Connection Interface 
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5. SEPARATION CONTROL MECHANISM 

 

Figure11. Separation Control Mechanism 1st Image 

1. The mechanism works with four “snap action switches”.  

2. A 3D-printed piece, similar to the blue piece, can be used to integrate the switches 

within the frame.  

3. The rocket diameter was chosen according to the EOU and generally the rocket 

engines used in the "Challenging Task Category". The switches can be slid in or out 

with additional mounting holes in the blue part. For wider frames, competitors may 

choose to use their own integration parts. 

The red parts indicated in Figure11 are the switches. The blue parts are generic parts, 

drawn to explain the connection scenario of these switches. Teams can make any design 

they want, as long as their design does not contravene the mandatory criteria, and does not 

interfere with the operation of the EOU. 

 

Figure 12. Separation Control Mechanism 2nd Image 

Cabling will be made from inside the frame upward toward the EOU. A design consisting of 

simple parts has been created that will allow the competitors to produce and use their own 

integration parts according to the wiring methods. 
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Figure 13. Separation Control Mechanism 3rd Image 

The section view is as shown in Figure Figure 13. 

 

Figure 14. Separation Control Mechanism 4th Image 

Figure 14 shows the upper frame in green and the lower frame in yellow. Since the switches 

are in direct contact with the yellow frame, the switches are not activated and the separation 

is not realized before the separation is “complete”. 
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6. ELECTRONIC OBSERVATION UNIT (EOU) USER MANUAL 

The EOU is a flight computer with a cylindrical physical shape that the competitors will mount 

on their rockets, and that contain the necessary sensors to carry out measurements that are 

communicated with the competitor rocket avionics system via RS232, that have the ability to 

fire the second stage engine during flight (in case a second stage engine is used) and that 

record the data on the memory unit, as part of the Challenging Task Category. The 

information required by the competitors who will compete in the challenging task category for 

their use of the EOU is shared in this document. 

To ensure the unit is used in a healthy way, the teams must meet the following requirements: 

1- RS232 Communication Hardware Infrastructure Preparation 

2- EOU Power Switch Connector Wiring 

3- EOU Split Detection Connector Wiring 

4- Communication Protocol Software Requirements 

 

 

Figure 15. EOU (left to right) Top and Bottom View 
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7. RS232 COMMUNICATION HARDWARE INFRASTRUCTURE PREPARATION 

The Electronic Observation Unit will communicate with the competitors' electronic systems 

via the Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter using the RS232 hardware layer, and 

connecting with the DSUB9 connector.  

 

Figure16. Competitor Flight Computer - EOU Communication Diagram 

EOU Connector: A DSUB9-Male screwable connector will be used on the EOU. General 

information about connector and the connection is shared. Technical details of the connector 

on the EOU can be gained through a query made with on product code L-KLS1-221C-09-M-

L. 

Pin# Signal 

 

1 No Connection / Leave Open End 

2 EOU RS232 Receive 

3 EOU RS232 Transmit 

4 No Connection / Leave Open End 

5 Signal Reference End (GND) 

6 No Connection / Leave Open End 

7 No Connection / Leave Open End 

8 No Connection / Leave Open End 

9 No Connection / Leave Open End 

Table 1. DSUB9 Connector Wiring Schema 

The connection should be made according to the schema shown in Table 1. The pins 

specified as No Connection / Leave Open End are reserved for functions that are not directly 

related to the competing teams. 

Therefore: 

• If the competitors use the ready RS232 cable: The cable is stripped from as close 

as possible to the connector to be connected to the EOU, without cutting pins 2-3 or 

5, only the remaining pins should be disconnected and a short circuit insulator (heat 

shrink tubing or tape) should be used on the ends of the cut pins on the EOU 

connector side. After the isolation process, the peeled part should also be isolated 

from the outside. 

• If the competitors produce their own cables with a DSUB9 connector: Only the 

relevant 3 pins of the connector to be connected to the EOU should be wired, with the 

other pins left blank. It should be ensured that the idle pins are not short-circuited. 

• Competitor Cable and Connector: Competitors do not have to use DSUB9 

connectors on their avionics side to establish an RS232 communication. They can 

use whatever connectors and cables they think are suitable for signal transmission. 

However, the relevant competition referees will evaluate the selected connector and 

cabling as part of the overall avionics assessment. 
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Recommendations to Competitors 

1- When converting RS232 voltage level to TTL level for your microcontrollers, instead 

of using converters designed with basic components, it is recommended to use a 

integrate converter. For those who have been tested to be able to communicate with 

the system and who do not have the possibility of integrated and PCB design, module 

advice will be given at the end of the document. 

2- For RS232 communication infrastructure controls, do not postpone your tests in 

expectation of further information about the EOU. If you do not know how to use the 

RS232, make sure you can communicate with it. 

3- When the protocol is shared, we recommend acquiring/having a USB RS232 

converter to allow debugging with serial monitor support from the computer, and 

perfecting your coding. The products of Digitus have proven themselves to be 

superior to their counterparts, and have long been the most used products in the 

sector. We advise you not to take risks with products that are relatively inexpensive, 

but whose quality and stability are uncertain. 

RS232 Integrated Recommendation: Integrated with product code MAX3232ESE+T, it is 

suitable for operation with broadband microcontroller families, as it can receive power of 

between 3 and 5.5 volts. It can be easily found in the Turkish market. The product document 

contains design notes and circuit schemas that have been tried are shared on the internet. 

RS232 Module Recommendation: RS232 module based on MAX3232ESE+T integrated, you 

can find it in the Turkish market by searching for “RS232-TTL Converter Card”. Since the 

circuit schema of the products you will find are also shared, it is recommended that 

competitors who carry out an integrated based design test their systems with the relevant 

module before producing the design. 

EOU POWER SWITCH CONNECTOR WIRING 

In order for the EOU to be connected to its battery and for power to be supplied to the EOU, 

a key must be connected to the counterpart connector of the EOU Switch Connector. This 

key must be on the rocket and should allow the EOU to be turned on and off while the rocket 

is mounted. 

 

Figure 17. GX12 2 Pin EOU Key Response Connector 
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A switch connection must be made to the GX12 2 Pin Connector counterpart, shown in 

Figure 17, which will be delivered to the teams that pass the CDR stage. There is no order of 

importance in the connector pins. If the connector is plugged into the EOU, when the two 

pins touch each other, power will be supplied to the EOU. 

Recommendations: 

1- Since the second engine will not be fired in the Teknofest 2022 Rocket Competition 

Challenging Task Category, it is not necessary to pass a high current through the 

EOU switch or the switch connection cable. The maximum current that will pass is 

200mA. However, for the systems produced by the competitors, there should be no 

path resistance greater than 1.5 ohms between the connector pins when the switch is 

closed (short circuit, in conduction) as a precaution. 

2- To minimize the magnetic field response for high-frequency variation on the switch 

path when the EOU is first powered up and operating, despite the varying current 

demands, the switch cable should not be longer than necessary, excess cable should 

be fixed with a circular winding method and the coil effect of wrapped cables should 

be avoided. 
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8. EOU DISCONNECTION DETECTION CONNECTOR WIRING 

In this chapter, the GU counterpart of the 7 pin GX12 model connector with the connection 

structure between 3-pin disconnection switches is described. 

GX12 7-Pin Disconnection Detection Connector 

 

Figure 18. Soldering Surface View and Pin Matching 

Figure 18 can aid in the determination of the pin numbers to be soldered. The pin numbers 

are written next to the pins to be soldered, and are the same. 

Disconnection Detection Switch 

The type of switch to be used for disconnection detection is a "snap action switch", and is 

shown in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19. Disconnection Detection Switch 

Connection Schema 

The GX12 7-Pin Disconnect Detection Connector and four D2JW-01K21 switches will be 

connected to each other via cable. When the connected 7-Pin Connector is connected to the 

EOU, it will be possible to detect stage separation. 

GX12 Pin Naming: 

1- Negative Reference / GND 

2- NC / No Connection Will Be Made 

3- Disconnection Signal 4 

4- Disconnection Signal 3 
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5- Disconnection Signal 2 

6- Disconnection Signal 1 

7- Positive Reference / VCC 

Switch 1 Pin Naming: 

       C: Disconnection Signal 1 

       NO: Positive Reference / VCC 

       NC: Negative Reference / GND 

Switch 2 Pin Naming: 

       C: Disconnection Signal 2 

       NO: Positive Reference / VCC 

       NC: Negative Reference / GND 

Switch 3 Pin Naming: 

       C: Disconnection Signal 3 

       NO: Positive Reference / VCC 

       NC: Negative Reference / GND 

Switch 4 Pin Naming: 

       C: Disconnection Signal 4 

       NO: Positive Reference / VCC 

       NC: Negative Reference / GND 

The connection schema is made with the assumption that there will be four disconnection 

detection switches on the rocket, and that these switches will be mechanically pressed (short 

circuit C to NO) in the absence of stage disconnection. When stage separation is achieved, it 

is assumed that it will be mechanically idle (short circuit between C and NC). If your rocket 

has a different mechanical configuration, please contact the competition officials for 

information. 
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9. EOU COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL SOFTWARE 

General Summary 

During EOU operation, it stays as a slave. It only responds to the "EOU Status Inquiry" 

package. It will not respond to "Engine Ignition Request". It can only be learned from the 

result of the status query whether the request has been implemented or not. 

Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter (UART) Settings 

-Mode: Asynchronous / Full Duplex 

-Baud Rate: 19200 baud 

-Word Length: 8 bit 

-Parity: None 

-Stop Bits: 2 

Package Types 

1- EOU Status Inquiry: Used to request current status information from the EOU. It can 

be sent only once every 100 milliseconds. It should not be sent more often as it may 

cause clutter in the communication buffer. The communication direction is from the 

Rocket Avionic to the EOU. 

2- Engine Ignition Request: Used to transmit the ignition request for the second engine 

in the rocket. In the 2022 Teknofest Rocket Competition, there will be no ignition as a 

result of the ignition request. It helps to determine that the request has been 

transmitted correctly. The communication direction is from the Rocket Flight 

Computer to the EOU. 

3- EOU Status Response: This is the response to the query made no later than 20 

milliseconds after the status query has been sent to the EOU. The communication 

direction is from the EOU to the Rocket Flight Computer. 

An EOU Status Inquiry should be made as follows: 

Byte 1: Header 1 

Byte 2: Header 2 

Byte 3: Command No 

Byte 4: Footer 1 

Byte 5: Footer 2. 

Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 Byte 5 

UINT8_1 UINT8_2 UINT8_3 UINT8_4 UINT8_5 

0x54 0x52 0x35 0x0D 0x0A 

Table 2. EOU Status Inquiry 

The Engine Ignition Request should be made as follows: 

Byte 1: Header 1 

Byte 2: Header 2 

Byte 3: Command No 
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Byte 4: Footer 1 

Byte 5: Footer 2. 

Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 Byte 5 

UINT8_1 UINT8_2 UINT8_3 UINT8_4 UINT8_5 

0x54 0x52 0x32 0x0D 0x0A 

Table 3. Engine Ignition Request: 

The status query response from the EOU will contain the following information: 

1- Time Information (UINT32_1): After the EOU is turned on and its initial settings are 

made, it gives the elapsed time, increasing the variable by 1 every 20 milliseconds. 

2- EOU Battery Percentage (FLOAT32_1): Indicates the remaining life of the EOU 

battery in percent (%). 

3- Altitude (FLOAT32_2): The instantaneous altitude, measured by the EOU, by 

accepting the ramp as the zero point, in meters (m). 

4- Maximum Altitude (FLOAT32_3): The maximum altitude reached by the EOU during 

the flight in meters (m). 

5- Maximum Z-Axis Acceleration (FLOAT32_4): The maximum Z axis (flight axis) 

acceleration measured by the EOU during its operation in the g unit. 

6- Gravity Normal Angle (FLOAT32_5): The positive angle that the rocket's flight 

direction vector makes with the gravity normal vector, in degrees. If the rocket is at an 

angle of 85 degrees to the ground while on the ramp, the angle will be 5 degrees. If 

the rocket is horizontal to the ground, the angle will be 90 degrees. If the nose cone 

points 10 degrees lower than the horizontal, the angle will be 100 degrees. If the nose 

cone is pointing down, vertical to the ground plane, the angle will be 180 degrees. 

7- Has the Flight Begun? (UINT8_3): This value will be 1 if the EOU detects that the 

flight has started, It is 0 until the flight starts. 

8- Is there an Engine Ignition Signal? (UINT8_4): If the EOU receives an engine 

ignition request at least once, this value will be 1, and 0 in other cases. 

9- Disconnection Detection (UINT8_5): If the EOU detects stage separation, this value 

will be 1, and 0 in other cases. 

10- Troubleshooting (UINT8_6): If the EOU stage separation detects a fault with the 

switch assembly, the fault detection will be 1, and 0 if not. If the EOU detects a fault 

up until just before the flight starts, this value is 1; it will not detect a stage separation 

even if one is made. It is essential to check that no malfunction is detected before 

flying the rocket. 

11- Number of Disconnection Switches (UINT8_7): The number of disconnection 

switches detected by the EOU. This number should read 4 for a 4-switch connected 

stage separation detection system. Control before the rocket flight is important. 

12- Checksum (UINT8_8): This value is sent to checksum for 31 bytes between Byte 1 

and Byte 31, including Byte 1 and Byte 31. It contains the result of the modulo 256 

sum of all bytes in this range. 

 

Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 Byte 5 

UINT8_1 UINT8_2 UINT32_1[0] UINT32_1[1] UINT32_1[2] 

0x54 0x52 - - - 
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Byte 6 Byte 7 Byte 8 Byte 9 Byte 10 

UINT32_1[3] FLOAT32_1[0] FLOAT32_1[1] FLOAT32_1[2] FLOAT32_1[3] 

- - - - - 

     

Byte 11 Byte 12 Byte 13 Byte 14 Byte 15 

FLOAT32_2[0] FLOAT32_2[1] FLOAT32_2[2] FLOAT32_2[3] FLOAT32_3[0] 

- - - - - 

     

Byte 16 Byte 17 Byte 18 Byte 19 Byte 20 

FLOAT32_3[1] FLOAT32_3[2] FLOAT32_3[3] FLOAT32_4[0] FLOAT32_4[1] 

- - - - - 

     

Byte 21 Byte 22 Byte 23 Byte 24 Byte 25 

FLOAT32_4[2] FLOAT32_4[3] FLOAT32_5[0] FLOAT32_5[1] FLOAT32_5[2] 

- - - - - 

     

Byte 26 Byte 27 Byte 28 Byte 29 Byte 30 

FLOAT32_5[3] UINT8_3 UINT8_4 UINT8_5 UINT8_6 

- - - - - 

     

Byte 31 Byte 32 Byte 33 Byte 34  

UINT8_7 UINT8_8 UINT8_9 UINT8_10  

- CRC 0x0D 0x0A  

     

Table 4. EOU Status Inquiry Response 

In order to obtain the FLOAT32 and UINT32 variables from the bytes obtained from the 

status query response, conversion is required. The underlying principle is the fragmented 

transmission of 4 byte portions kept in the memory by both variables, and then joining them 

back together. It is referred to as type-casting in literature. Example explanations and codes 

can be found through a search for “byte array to float” for the FLOAT32 variable type, and 

“byte array to unsignedint32” for the UINT32 variable type. A sample 'C' code is also shared 

for these two processes. 

Sample Data Conversion from a 4-Byte Array for UINT32 

typedef union{ 

 UINT32 sayi_u32; 

 UINT8  array[4]; 

}UINT32_UINT8_DONUSTURUCU; 

 

void uint32_yi_uint8_arraye_donustur(UINT32 *sayi) 

{ 

 UINT32_UINT8_DONUSTURUCU uint32_uint8_donusturucu; 

 uint32_uint8_donusturucu.sayi_u32 = *sayi; 

 UINT8 byte_array_u8[4] = {0}; 

 byte_array_u8[0] = uint32_uint8_donusturucu.array[0]; 
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 byte_array_u8[1] = uint32_uint8_donusturucu.array[1]; 

 byte_array_u8[2] = uint32_uint8_donusturucu.array[2]; 

 byte_array_u8[3] = uint32_uint8_donusturucu.array[3]; 

} 

Sample Data Conversion from a 4-Byte Array for FLOAT32 

typedef union{ 

 FLOAT32 sayi_f32; 

 UINT8   array[4]; 

}FLOAT32_UINT8_DONUSTURUCU; 

 

void float32_yi_uint8_arraye_donustur(FLOAT32 *sayi) 

{ 

 FLOAT32_UINT8_DONUSTURUCU float32_uint8_donusturucu; 

 float32_uint8_donusturucu.sayi_f32 = *sayi; 

 UINT8 byte_array_u8[4] = {0}; 

 byte_array_u8[0] = float32_uint8_donusturucu.array[0]; 

 byte_array_u8[1] = float32_uint8_donusturucu.array[1]; 

 byte_array_u8[2] = float32_uint8_donusturucu.array[2]; 

 byte_array_u8[3] = float32_uint8_donusturucu.array[3]; 

} 
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10. EOU CHECKLIST BEFORE USE 

Before starting to use the checklist, the headings mentioned at the bottom should be read 

and any necessary actions should be taken according to the information they contain. 

1- RS232 Connection Guide 

2- Disconnection Detection Switch Connection Guide 

3- EOU Power Switch Connection Guide 

4- RS232 Communication Guide 

 

Figure 20. EOU Top View 

After the EOU is mounted on your rocket, the upper surface of the EOU should face toward 

the sky when the rocket is on the ramp. The calculations, records and controls to be made by 

the EOU are reliant upon this condition. The thrust vector of the rocket engine with the EOU 

top surface normal vector should be as parallel and coincident as possible to each other. The 

RS232 communication connector from your rocket should be plugged into the DSUB9 

connector shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure21. EOU Bottom View 

After the EOU is mounted on your rocket, this surface will face toward the ground when the 

rocket is on the ramp. The names and functions of the connectors are as follows: 

SW: This is where the EOU Power Switch Connector will be connected. 

AT: This is where the Disconnection Detection Switches will be bound. 

PT: This is where the pyrotechnic material connector to be used to ignite the second engine 

will be connected. Since the 2nd engine will not be used in the TEKNOFEST 2022 Rocket 

Competition Challenging Task Category, no connector will be connected to this input. 

Competitors will not be asked to manufacture systems to be fitted here. It should be left blank 

when using the EOU. 

WARNING: The SW and PT inputs are designed with the same connector. If the power 

switch connector to be plugged into the SW input is plugged into the PT input during 

assembly, the EOU will not work. When assembling the power switch connector to the EOU, 

the connector should be installed in the right position, taking into account the connector 

designations and notch positions on the connector shown in Figure21. This step must be 

checked before the rocket assembly is completed. 

The EOU on the rail will be able to carry out its mission and realize the flight 5 seconds after 

the power switch is activated (short circuit, conductive) if all manufactures and coding are 

carried out in accordance with the shared documents and the below steps are properly 

taken: 

1- Mechanical Installation of EOU to the Rocket 

2- Mounting DSUB9 Connector to the EOU 

3- Installation of the EOU Power Switch Connector to the EOU 

4- Mounting the EOU Disconnection Detection Connector to the EOU 

 

 


